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LUNG-RESEARCHI LABORATOIRY FOR McGILL

A new laboratory complex for research into
respiratory diseases, mnade possible by a donation of
$300,000 from the Canadian Tobacco Manufacturers'
Council, was opened at McGiil University, Montreal,
on August 3.1. The Mealins-Christie Laboratory for
Respiratory Research will provide a unique faciiity
for the conduct of disciplinary research in the field
of lung disease. The CTMC donated an equivalent
sumn to the University of Montreal for the same kind
of research.

MEAKINS-CHRISTIE CONTRIBUTION

McGill has long been recognized as an international
lead¶er in respiratory research. ln 1924, when
Dr. Jonathan Meakins was appointed Physician-in-
Chief of the Royal Victoria Hospital, he introduced
the then-novel notion that the study of physiology
and bio-chemistry should not be limited to basic
science departmnents but should be conducted by
hospital physician-scientists, who could readily
apply basic advances to the clinical situation at
the bedside. Dr. Meakins' special interest was the
lung, and he established what was probably the first
lung-function laboratory based in a hospital in North
America. He was joined in 1929 by Dr. Ronald V.
Christie, with whomn he made significant advances in
the field of lung mechanies and in the study of
emphysema, which were published in a series of
still-widely-quoted papers.

In 1955, Dr. Christie, who had beeni Professor of
Medicine at St. Bartholomew's Hospital, London,
returned as Professor and Chairman of the Depart-
nment of Medicine at McGill and Physician-in-Chief
of the Royal Victoria Hospital. One of the first
appolntments be made was that of Dr. David Bates,
tiow Dean of Medicine at the University of British
Columbia, as Director of the Respiratoly Division.

Under his direction, the Respiratory Division rapidly
gained a world-wide reputation as a leader in inter-
disciplinary research.

It is in recognition of the extensive contributions
to the Royal Victoria Hospital and McGill University
made by Doctors Meakins and Christie that the new
research facility is named the Meakins-Chritie
Laboratory for Respiratory Research. Both Meakins
and Christie were Deans of McGill' s Facuity of Medi-
cine - the former f rom 1941 to 1947 and the latter
from 1964 to 1967.

EXTENT 0F FACILITIES

The new laboratory, which wili provide approxium.tely
10,000 square feet of space, wlll consist of compiete
facilities for hunan and animal physiological re-
search, radioîsotope 1aboratoties, exposure chamber,
lung rnorphology and an operating theatre. Disci-
plines that will conduct collabo~rative research in the
laboratory include medicine, physiology, pathology,
epidemiology, pediatrics, engineering, biochemis5try
and radiology. These sciences have frequently
coilaborateci in the past, as Dr. Bates recognized
that interdisciplinary research was the lcey to major
developments of new knowledge in the field of
pulmonary physiology and lung çisease. The new
facility will formalize and extend this approach and
enable the investi gators to increase their scope
considerably.

The significance of the contribution made by the.
Tobacco Manufacturer's Council is the. provision of a
unique research facility to maintain and extend the
operations of an interna ti oriaily-renowned grourp of
Canadian scienitists. These investlgators will now
have thie opportunity to mount an extensive rga
in the> understandling, control and treataient of ling
disease.


